LexisNexis
Legal Research Solutions for Correctional Facilities
As a jail or corrections Administrator, you have unique and challenging responsibilities. Ensuring your facility provides your inmates with access to constitutionally required legal research materials while staying within budget is also an extremely important task.

Whether you’re affiliated with a local jail with a limited budget or a maximum security facility with heightened safety concerns, LexisNexis® Advanced Government Solutions can help you confidently manage risk while improving operational efficiency.

LexisNexis can help you meet your legal requirements or administrative directives while helping to control costs and providing secure access to legal research materials. Our legal research correctional facility solutions offer access to state-specific content so that your facility, regardless of size or need, can access the legal material that meets your specific need. From Shepard’s® Citations Service to state statutes and court rules to state and federal case law, whether on electronic hard drives, DVDs for PCs or kiosks, you can be confident that LexisNexis® Legal Research Solutions for Correctional Facilities will allow you to make the most of your budget and your library space.

This catalog displays the offerings that have been specifically created for correctional facilities. Contact your LexisNexis corrections account executive to help you create the research solution that is best for your facility. LexisNexis helps federal, state and local government agencies accomplish mission-critical tasks and meet increasing demands for effectiveness and efficiency.
External Hard Drive Solution from LexisNexis

The LexisNexis External Hard Drive solution gives you a cost-effective alternative to providing inmates with access to case law without the obligation to devote scarce resources to maintaining a traditional legal library. The LexisNexis corrections team has worked closely with corrections officials to compile an appropriate collection of legal resources that fits on an external hard drive small enough to hold in your hand and conforms to right-of-access guidelines, while controlling the costs of expensive upkeep and space for printed materials.

The LexisNexis External Hard Drive provides you with these great advantages:

- **State specific.** Content can include Shepard's Citations Service; federal and state cases, statutes and court rules; and leading analytical materials.
- **Easy to use.** All the material is easily searchable, reducing inmate complaints.
- **Safe and economical.** Operate completely offline, without the risks associated with Internet access and the costs associated with print publications.
- **Always current.** Easy-to-install quarterly updates ensure inmates have the latest decisions.
- **Doesn’t require specialized IT.** Plug-and-play simplicity, through a USB 2.0 port, quickly connects to or disconnects from your network or computer.

*Contact your sales representative to find out what options are available in your state.

To learn more about the corrections solution that best fits your needs, **CALL 877.422.3082**, or visit www.lexisnexis.com/Corrections.
Touch Screen Kiosk Solution

A high-security solution with a simplified interface that users with little or no computer experience will find easy to navigate. Hardware, software, legal content, monitoring, maintenance and service are all included as part of the fixed monthly payment. Hardware lease and purchase options are available.

- The steel-encased kiosk includes tempered glass to minimize security risks, and the touch screen interface eliminates the need for a mouse or keyboard.
- Operates as a closed system, with no Internet connectivity.
- Overhead costs for book replacements, copiers, administration time and litigation are drastically reduced.
- Our broad kiosk product options vary to meet customer needs, complement the physical layout of your individual facility and work within your IT environment. Available installation options include standalone desktop kiosks, wall-mounted kiosks, mobile kiosks or a networked kiosk, monitor terminal system with touch screen keyboard and roller ball mouse, mobile touch screen unit and standalone touch screen system (no server required).

Custom User Interface (CUI) Solution

Access to LexisNexis Internet-based products must be through a Custom User Interface (CUI) Solution that meets specific security requirements. This restricts inmates to certain portions of the lexis.com® application and further enhances security. These enhancements include:

- Hyperlinking to documents within your facility’s LexisNexis subscription, but does not display an ability to access other websites.
- Access blocked to e-mail or “mailto” links within product Web pages.
- Access must be from a specific IP address that meets security requirements.
While technology gives correctional facilities a host of options for how to access legal content and provide it to inmates, there is still a large demand for books. Whether it be for smaller jails and prisons or for facilities where inmates share access with personnel, traditional libraries still have a place for many of our corrections customers.

The LexisNexis Law Resources collection features publications that bring authoritative and practical guidance to each critical stage of a case. This extensive collection offers comprehensive analysis and insight into every aspect of investigation, prosecution and defense of every type of criminal case.

Choose from DUI, traffic law, forensic sciences, trial error and misconduct, entrapment, evidence, federal and state constitutional law, and more. Get everything you need to ensure your library is complete with the LexisNexis Law Resources collection.

With thousands of titles to choose from, you can ensure that your staff or your inmates have access to the legal research materials they need. Choose from a wide variety of titles that don’t just tell you what the law is, but explain what it means in real world terms.

### United States Code Service

A top seller into the corrections market, the United States Code Service published by LexisNexis, uses the exact language of Congress so that it can be cited to it with confidence.

The USCS provides comprehensive, annotated coverage of the entire U.S. Code, the U.S. Constitution; the Federal Rules of Civil, Criminal, Bankruptcy, and Appellate Procedure; the Federal Rules of Evidence; rules of the Courts of Appeals and specialized federal courts; and the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines as well as selected federal regulations and international agreements. Annotative materials include case annotations from court cases and federal agency decisions, expert commentary, cross references to the Code of Federal Regulations, and references to numerous treatises and law review articles.

To receive a full listing of print titles available by state and area of law, please CALL 877.422.3082, or visit www.lexisnexis.com/Corrections.

**Top Selling National Titles**

- United States Code Service *(see box for details)*
- Federal Criminal Trials
- Moore’s Federal Practice®
- Federal Criminal Trials
- Federal Habeas Corpus Practice and Procedure
- Immigration Law and Procedure
- Immigration Law Handbook
- Customs Law Handbook
- Civil Rights Actions
- Search and Seizure
- Trial Error and Misconduct
- Methods of Attacking Scientific Evidence
- United States Sentencing Guidelines Manual
- Exculpatory Evidence: The Accused’s Constitutional Right to Introduce Favorable Evidence
LexisNexis State-Specific Print Titles

Arizona Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Arizona Criminal and Vehicle Law Field Guide
Arkansas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
California Penal Code
Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Law Handbook
Georgia Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Idaho Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Louisiana Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook
Maryland Motor Vehicle Handbook
Nevada Criminal and Traffic Laws
New Mexico Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
New York Law Enforcement Handbook
Pennsylvania Law Enforcement Handbook
South Carolina Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook
Tennessee Criminal Laws Annotated
Tennessee Motor Vehicle Laws Annotated
Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Virginia Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
West Virginia Law Enforcement Field Guide

For new sales inquiries contact your Account Executive.
For existing customers contact your Account Manager.

Dave Orlando – Account Executive
732.451.0206 | David.Orlando@lexisnexis.com
NY, NJ, PA, DE, GA, SC, NC, CT, MA, ME, RI, VT, NH, CO, NM

Steve Rentfrow – Account Executive
503.334.5942 | Steve.Rentfrow@lexisnexis.com
AK, ID, HI, WA, OR, CA, AZ, TX, NV, UT, MT, WY

Jim Mattise – Account Executive
National Contact for Corrections Corporations of America and GEO Group
434.589.9501 | James.Mattise@lexisnexis.com
FL, MI, IN, OH, WV, VA, TN, MD, IL, WI, KY, MN, IA, MO, ND, SD, AL, KS, OK, NE, MS, LA, AR

Kevin Taylor – Account Manager
513.360.7548 | Kevin.Taylor@lexisnexis.com
Eastern and Central United States

Veronica Vrancuta – Account Manager
916.358.5876 | Veronica.Vrancuta@lexisnexis.com
Western United States